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Preface

This book is about partner relationships, family complexity and long- 
distance moving. People’s love lives and family lives interest me greatly – 
my friends will no doubt confirm. Doing this research under the umbrella 
of  the FamilyTies project was a great chance for me to put my curiosity to 
work. In the meantime, much has happened in my own life when it comes 
to love, family and moving. As demographers would say, the past four 
and a half  years have been “demographically dense”, as I experienced 
several major transitions: migration, entry into the labour market, starting 
cohabitation*1, first-time homeownership, motherhood and marriage. 
Now, I can add two more life events: publishing a book and becoming 
a Doctor of  Philosophy. I have many great people to thank for their 
help and support in achieving this. I could not have done it on my own.

First of  all, I have been very fortunate to have had Clara Mulder, Helga 
de Valk and Viktor Venhorst as my supervisors. You have encouraged, 
challenged and trusted me. Clara, you have been a real mentor for me, 
already for longer than this PhD research. I would not be where I am 
now in my career without your support. Thank you for the opportunities 
you have given me and for all that you have taught me. Also, thank you 
for helping me “ontbabbel” my writing a little. Helga, thank you for 
sharing your incredible knowledge, experience and strategic insights. 
You have helped me see things from different angles and perspectives. 
Viktor, thank you for your sharp eye, quick understanding and, no less 
important, for bringing your good sense of  humour to our meetings. 

Many others have contributed to my research and to the pleasure I have 
had in conducting it: my interview participants, who opened up to me 
and shared their stories – our conversations made a lasting  impression; 
Ajay Bailey, who taught me much of  what I know about  qualitative 
 research; Niels Kooiman, with whom I greatly enjoyed  working at 
Statistics Netherlands; Lene Tølbøll along with Rolf  Lyneborg Lund 
and other colleagues of  the SocMap group, who gave me the warmest 
welcome possible to Aalborg University, assisted me with the Danish 
register data and helped me put the results in context; Brian Gillespie, 

* For those who enjoyed chapter 4: I migrated over a distance of  1,700 km to move in with 

him. 



who together with Lene helped me make the most of  Chapter 4 and 
is quick-witted, helpful and unbelievably productive; Michael Thomas, 
who showed me just how multilevel the world really is; Alessandra de 
Rose, who  supervised my thesis at the European Doctoral School of  
Demography; Anne-Rigt Poortman, who provided feedback on an earlier 
version of  Chapter 5; and of  course the FamilyTies team, who were 
always willing to help solve struggles. A special thank-you to  Alyona 
Artamonova and Jonne Thomassen, two amazingly kind, smart and 
strong women with whom I shared an office and who agreed to be 
my paranymphs. Being able to share this PhD experience with you has 
meant a lot to me. Thank you also to my other great colleagues at the 
Population Research Centre and Faculty of  Spatial Sciences, who have 
made my workplace a happy place. 

I am very grateful to my friends and family, who make happy times 
even happier and challenging times more bearable. Mom and dad, I 
have so much to thank you for, including your love, encouragement and 
generosity. I may not have needed much support from you in writing 
this dissertation, but all the more to combine it with building a house, 
planning a wedding and having Berend. I feel very fortunate with you 
as my parents. I am also grateful to have wonderful friends who get me, 
make me laugh and are willing to play endless rounds of  30 seconds 
and ‘briefjes in de pan’. Anne-Berthe van der Velde, thank you for our 
evenings of  laughter, relaxation and reflection, you are the best. Finally 
yet importantly: Igor Quint, thank you for being on my team, for being 
my home and letting me be me. I am very lucky to have you by my side. 
Dear Berend, lieve kleine beer, you spark my joy every single day. Surely, 
that joy must have rubbed off  on this book. 

Roselinde van der Wiel

Oldekerk/Groningen, 19 April 2022
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